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Bill Gates Focused On Google.
CARLSBAD, Calif. - Don't be fooled by all the speeches about global health and
high school education. Bill Gates is still, first and foremost, about clobbering
Microsoft Corp.'s competition. And his current obsession is Google Inc.
"Google is still, you know, perfect," he told the crowd of technology executives
attending The Wall Street Journal's third annual conference on "All Things Digital."
"The bubble is still floating. They can do everything. You should buy their stock at
any price."
The world's richest man said those words with a wry irony that suggested ridicule
of the Google craze, but also resentment. There may be hot air in Google's
highflying stock price ($260 Wednesday on the Nasdaq Stock Market), but Gates
clearly takes the company seriously. "We had a 10-year period like that," he said,
equating Google's current standing in the computer world to that of Microsoft from
1986 to 1996.
To underscore the point, Gates touted Microsoft's new "Virtual Earth" project - a
service starting this year that uses aerial photographs and satellite images to
enhance local-area searches on the Web. The service looked surprisingly similar to
Google's "Keyhole," which was on display in the next room.
Gates also demonstrated how Microsoft will allow users to construct their own
search home page - an almost identical service to the one Google announced last
week. And he highlighted Microsoft's new tool for searching files on your computer
- also similar to a Google tool.
Gates' fear is that the increasingly ubiquitous Google search will become everyone's gateway into the digital world - a role he has
always fought to preserve for Microsoft's Windows operating system. The search is an elegant starting point - after all, why go
anywhere before you have indicated what you are looking for? And Google has proved it is also a lucrative one, enabling the
company to match advertisers with the specific interests of customers. As a result, Microsoft is determined to get into the game. "If
anything touches on search," Gates said, "we're going to do it."
That is why the biggest laugh of the conference came when Gates and Google chief executive Eric Schmidt appeared together
onstage for the Computer Bowl quiz game with T-shirts that read "Same Team." These guys are definitely not on the same team.
For his part, Schmidt finds Gates' focus - and the media's fascination - on the industry's competitive dynamics to be more than a little
annoying.
"Come on. This is crazy," he said to me, after I pushed him on the point. "Google is part of the information industry, and that industry
is very large, and Google is a very small part of that industry." Moreover, he added, "it's not a zero-sum game." True enough.
A veteran of both Sun Microsystems Inc. and Novell Inc., Schmidt knows what it is like to be in the cross hairs of Gates' competitive
attention. "It's the norm," he said, shrugging his shoulders. But it doesn't mean he has to play the same game. "Google is not
Microsoft, and I'm not Bill Gates."
Like John D. Rockefeller, Gates has taken his enormous wealth and turned it to good causes. Unlike Rockefeller, he isn't giving up
the chase. He is the nerd-turned-winner, still resentful of the cool guys in the class. When Apple Computer Inc.'s Steve Jobs spoke
on Sunday evening, the audience's questions were reverential softballs, even though his company's business hangs on the
ephemeral success of a tiny music player. When Gates spoke on Monday morning, as the unchallenged titan of the industry, every
question asked of him had a decided edge.
Bill Gates may be curing diseases around the world. He may be tackling what he considers the most pressing public problem facing
the United States. But for many people in this crowd, he was the same old Bill, seething with competitive intensity, copying ideas and

smothering the competition.
Give Gates a few bonus points, though, for being a good sport. The oddest event at the D conference was a spoof of the quirky film
"Napoleon Dynamite," in which the listless Napoleon - Jon Heder - teams up with the Fifty Billion Dollar Man to save his family's
business.
On screen, Gates looked about as uncomfortable as he did when testifying for his company's antitrust trial. But he plays along swiping Napoleon's Tater Tots off his plate and donning a pair of Rollerblades to be pulled behind Napoleon's bicycle. Perhaps he
has mellowed a bit with age.

Learn more about Search Engine Optimization, the most effective form of online advertising.

Search Engine Marketing is the fastest growing advertising medium in the world, projected to become 10x more powerful and
influential than traditional media outlets such as: network television, cable television, local television, network radio, local radio,
satellite radio, national newspapers, local newspapers, magazines, billboards, direct mail, telemarketing and more.
Discover the most powerful and effective form of advertising, Search Engine Optimization.
An aside for consideration are the the distinct segments within the field of Search Engine Optimization. Clarification and separation
are required in terms of paid search marketing, sponsored search advertising, pay per click, email marketing (spam), and the
foundation of strategic internet marketing: Organic Search Engine Optimization (Organic SEO) are also referred to as Natural
Search Engine Optimization (Natural SEO).

Key Organic Search Engine Optimization Facts:
●

Keyword search is the 2nd most popular online activity, rapidly approaching the popularity of email retrieval.

●

90% of all new website visitors are delivered by a major search engine and/or directory.

●

98% of all keyword search activity results are powered by the big 4 search engines: Google, Yahoo, MSN and AOL.

●

Keyword search results on Google, Yahoo, MSN and AOL are determined by search engine spiders and/or robot crawlers.

●

Recent internet marketing studies confirm that keyword searchers prefer the organic results at a 6 to 1 ratio vs. pay-per-click
sponsored search advertising listings.

Is your corporate website being found early and often on the keywords and keyword phrases that best describe your products,
services and industry? Harness the power that our proven organic search engine optimization technologies provide...

Learn more about our client roster, one of the strongest in the SEO industry, and more importantly discover why our client-focused
Organic Search Engine Optimization company maintains the highest client retention rate in the SEO industry.
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